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The purpose of this whitepaper is to describe a largely unrecognised and unsupported but very common research data management (RDM) use-case: that of the traditional “Small Data” Humanities and Cultural Heritage (HCH) research project producing or working with “primary source” research data (e.g. digital facsimiles, recordings, and representations of cultural objects/activities). This paper complements the submission from the Canadian Society for Digital Humanities/Société canadienne des humanités numériques (CSDH/SCHN), which is concerned with the case of research and data in the Digital Humanities more broadly, including in such small data contexts.

As we shall argue in this paper, the kind of traditional data and RDM use-case we are discussing here has gone largely unrecognised by Digital Research Infrastructure (DRI) developers and policymakers — in part because the nature, size, methods of production, and purpose of these datasets are quite different from data production and management in other disciplines, and in part because the data themselves are not always understood as data (or their management as an RDM problem) by the relevant research community (e.g. 1,2).

The result is that large quantities of small-project HCH research data are poorly managed and maintained and that often extremely well curated datasets produced by HCH researchers remain

- invisible, siloed, or difficult to access by Big Data researchers (where such access is appropriate and ethical);
- unnecessarily expensive to produce and maintain; and, as a result,
- in danger of premature loss or obsolescence to researchers and the wider community.

The specific tools and techniques required to address these problems already mostly exist within the international DRI ecosystem. However, we are aware of no single system or provider that includes them all. We are also aware of no system or provider that specifically supports the workflow, use-case, and datatypes we describe here, including such Humanities-focussed projects as Humanities Commons. The “Good Things come in Small Packages” Partnership was created in order to promote recognition and support of this RDM use-case and has been in discussions with several developers, providers, and policymakers interested in promoting and supporting improved RDM practices for traditional “Small Data” HCH research. This exercise represents an excellent opportunity for Canada, through NDRIO, to lead internationally in supporting this societally important research.

Because this use-case is so different from those of other disciplines, this paper begins with a description of the traditional “small-data” HCH research project as an RDM problem before briefly answering the CFP questions.

Small, Thick, and Slow: Research data in the traditional humanities

The first thing to realise is the degree to which traditional HCH research data and use-cases differ from those of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Medicine (STEM). Where STEM typically involves datasets produced through experiment or observation (i.e. “capta” or “taken things”), “Small Data” HCH often involves the deep analysis and intensive curation of very small data sets acquired to act as “primary sources” — that is to say as facsimiles, records, or models of cultural objects, events, or activities (i.e. as “data” or “given things”) that are intended to be used by other researchers for further analysis (for a summary see 3).

The Good Things partnership describes these kinds of data as “Small,” “Thick,” and “Slow”:

- **Small** in the sense that they can often involve the representation of a single real-world object (the reproduction of a single novel, painting, recording, etc.), a small collection of related objects (e.g. a *fonds*...
or some other small collection gathered on thematic, historical, functional, or other bases), or multiple representations of the same object (e.g. photographic facsimile, transcription, and editorial text);

- **Thick** in the sense that they are usually intensely and richly curated and contextualised (i.e. thickly described), with thousands (even tens or hundreds of thousands) of words of what is in essence contextual metadata — definitions, historical analysis, comparisons to related data(sets), citations, etc.;

- **Slow** in the sense that the definition and analysis of individual data points can continue for generations — and, as Borgman argues, often represent “particularly prized acts of scholarship in their own right” (4).

The focus on detailed and careful contextualisation of very small data sets over what is often several generations means that HCH research data themselves are often of extremely high quality in terms of the care with which they are produced and the extensiveness and quality of what is, again, in essence, their accompanying metadata. Unfortunately, however, HCH researchers have no real tradition of understanding such data as data (and indeed at times argue against understanding them this way, see 1,2). Because data-contextualisation rather than data-production or -collection is the primary act of scholarship, there is no tradition of management, publication, or even archiving of such representational data as stand-alone research outputs (libraries and archives are in this context better considered as a type of infrastructure than research projects). In the digital age, this tradition has persisted in the largely “craft” model that digital HCH data projects have adopted for the design and construction of their datasets (5,6) — a model in which every project is independently responsible for the design, encoding, storage, and publication of its own data and analysis (and indeed, almost always, interface). As a rule, this means that the data themselves can usually only be accessed indirectly — via the larger project, using a bespoke organisational and identification system — rather than directly via standardised Digital Data Repositories (DDRs) and Persistent Identifiers (PIDs). It also leaves these data vulnerable to early obsolescence or data loss — as code breaks, links rot, and funding provided for research rather than maintenance dries up.

An example of just what is lost can be seen in the case of medieval manuscript photography. Since the first modern digital editions were published in the 1990s, editors of European medieval texts have almost invariably included full-colour, high-definition photographs of the manuscripts upon which they are basing their editions (7,8). Just as invariably, these photographs are accompanied by a huge apparatus of what can be understood as thickly described metadata and references to other objects: diplomatic transcriptions and “reading” texts, collations establishing correspondences among different copies of the same text, codicological and paleographic descriptions, bibliographic histories, cultural and literary commentary (9,10). While best practice has long encouraged researchers to use descriptive file names (11,12), and while recent projects such as the International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF; 13) have developed Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for delivery and referencing, most photographs in most editions were published outside of these frameworks and standards — in custom locations, using custom naming conventions, and, usually, without an explicit machine-readable association between data and metadata. This means, in turn, that almost 30 years’ worth of expert-curated and described cultural data is, for all intents and purposes, invisible to machine-driven “Big-Data” research — and in danger of early obsolescence and loss. The raw material is there; but lack of common standards prevents discovery for what would otherwise be a large virtual collection of intensely curated data and metadata.

The fact that nearly every digital project dealing with Western European Medieval Manuscripts has designed what is in effect a custom digital data infrastructure — its own way of organising and displaying data and metadata, its own identifiers and locations, and its own way of linking analysis to the underlying data — invariably increases costs and decreases access (14,15). The fact that similar practices are ubiquitous across the Digital and traditional Humanities means that almost all digital cultural data is much more expensive to produce and curate, and far more

---

1 In this context, it is worth noting that traditional HCH research data is almost always non-rivalrous: it is the process of analysis and contextualisation rather than discovery that is the most-prized act of scholarship and individual disciplines can return productively to the same few well-known data points over and over again for years (e.g. Jane Austen Studies).
vulnerable to loss and obsolescence, than should be tolerable. This is perhaps particularly true in the case of projects dealing with Indigenous, culturally sensitive, or endangered data — projects that face similar technological hurdles as other HCH projects with regard to the management and publication of their primary material, but also have additional obligations — such as respecting First Nations ownership and authorship (16, 17), ensuring the right to create value from Indigenous data in ways that are grounded in Indigenous worldviews, and understanding the historical context and power differentials involved in their collection (18): a project that goes dark because it has an unsustainable architecture is a project that has failed in its obligation to ensure that data remains in or gives back to the community from which it came in an accessible format.

**Digital Research Infrastructure as a path forward**

One solution to this problem is the creation of a DRI that has been built and is operated with an understanding of this prototypical HCH research data use-case. Such an infrastructure would see itself as part of a research-to-publication workflow and help HCH researchers and research projects — and their publishers and users — to understand how careful and sustainable RDM practices can reduce their production and maintenance costs and improve longevity, discoverability, access, and impact (Figure 1 shows a conceptual model developed in partnership with Zenodo). It would provide incentives to researchers to deposit their data in DDRs by ensuring that such deposits could be subsequently and easily incorporated in the kind of traditional contextualising research project — edition, database, study, or application — that remains the primary and most valued research outputs in these disciplines.

Currently, because such contextualised publication is the primary and most valued output for HCH research, adding data to a stand-alone DDR requires HCH researchers to, in essence, deposit their data twice: once within their custom-designed application using their own protocols and identifiers and then a second time in the DDR using the DDR’s protocols and standards. A better approach would ensure that DDRs — and other aspects of a centrally maintained DRI — were both incorporated into a suitable workflow and made this workflow easier to use than the traditional, custom-built alternative. The basic method — understanding a DRI as an infrastructure upon which other research tools operate, using methods such as PIDs to store, access, and transport data — is relatively established in STEM (see 19, 20). But we are unaware of any attempts to develop a similarly atomic system for the publication of HCH data — the far more significant problem in those domains.

The problem is not, for the most part technical: most of the major features required are already found in one or another of the major DRI projects — e.g. DDRs that can store data deposits as individual FAIR objects and serve out files to external sites (Figshare); APIs that allow URLs to be built on the basis of PIDs (Zenodo); support for the development and publishing of contextualising scholarly outputs (GitHub); robust Linked Open Data (LOD) capabilities (Zenodo); the ability to version and archive websites (GitHub + Zenodo). Likewise features that are not yet implemented — such as the ability to use arbitrary or discipline-specific ontologies for typing semantic links — are either in partial development (e.g. 21–23) or would not appear to be particularly difficult to add.
The real problem is leadership, resources, and a holistic commitment both to understand the nature of the RDM problems presented by traditional HCH research project data and to work with leading HCH researchers, research organisations, libraries, archives, and publishers to ensure that this crucial use-case is “baked in” to DRIs from the beginning. As a country that punches far above its weight in Digital Humanities research, Canada and the NDRIO are well positioned to ensure that even the small, thick and slow get the support they need.

**Current Issues**

- What are the main DRI tools, services and/or resources you currently use in your research?
  - Data repositories, PIDs, hosting and archiving services.

- Do you have access to all the DRI tools, services and/or resources you need for your research? What are they? What is missing?
  - While most of the services that our research requires are present in one form or another somewhere, no comprehensive system has been established with the needs of a traditional “Small Data” HCH project in mind. A Zenodo-like deposit system would also be good.

- What are your biggest challenges accessing and using the DRI tools, services and/or resources that do exist and are available to you?
  - Lack of awareness on the part of HCH researchers, and a failure on the part of DRI developers to understand and accommodate the needs of HCH researchers, publishers, etc.

**Future DRI State**

- What is your vision for a cohesive Canadian DRI ecosystem that would fulfill your research needs?
  - The vision promoted here is for a system that understands itself as part of an HCH research-to-publication workflow — in which data-infrastructure is a seamless part of a PID-based publication workflow.

- What are the types of DRI tools, services and/or resources you would like to use, or envision using, in the future?
  - Streaming, API-access to data stored in DDRs — the precise mix is less important than the understanding that a DRI should support the publication of HCH research data in context.
  - What is crucial, however, is training and community work to make the change from current practices to an Open, FAIR (and, as appropriate, CARE)-complaint DRI ecosystem.

- What challenges do you foresee while using integrated DRI tools, services and/or resources?
  - By its nature HCH research problematizes solutions: it is ultimately impossible to develop or impose a single solution for HCH publication. But there is still much core work that can be done to ensure that traditionally-focussed HCH projects are optimised for long term sustainability.

**How to Bridge the Gap**

- What are the tools, services and/or resources NDRIO should leverage to achieve your desired future state?
  - Rather than proposing specific tools, we’d argue that NDRIO should consider an environment scan — looking at specific use-cases with discipline experts and comparing how such use-cases are or are not supported by existing DRIs. It is striking the degree to which most of the tools, services, and resources already exist, but are distributed unevenly across different systems.

- How do you see NDRIO’s role in addressing current gaps in the national DRI ecosystem?
  - As a national agency in a country where there a) appears to be reasonably good integration and collaboration among the three main agencies; b) is an appetite for interdisciplinary work (e.g. Frontiers); and c) funding exists for the whole research cycle from initial idea (the various discovery and development grants) to publication (ASJ), we believe that NDRIO is well-situated internationally to take the interdisciplinary approach proposed here.
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